


Another MIDWINTER COMICS RETREAT Comic!

Welcome to THE BEASTLY BOX OF BUMCRACK, the latest MCR Comic. For 
latecomers to the party, for the last few years, a gaggle of small press comic 
creators have gathered in a holiday cottage in the wilds of Gloucestershire 
(or in this case Sussex), with but a single aim... to drink, and to make 
... Two aims. To drink, make comics and eat great home-cooked food... 

With the kind indulgence of Mama Moto, the MCR Mob found a new playpen 
to temporarily turn into a sweatshop of comic creation. It’s taken a while 
to put the finished comic (who was it who said that great art was never 
finished, merely abandoned?) together. Created between 27th and 29th of 
November 2015, it’s nearly nine months later as I type these words...

To fellow small press comickers, I can’t recommend the MCR approach 
enough. We were introduced to the idea by our founding member Debra 
Boyask, who brought it with her from New Zealand. There’s a core group 
of us who attend every MCR weekend, and floating members who come 
and go. We do it because it’s fun. That a comic is born as the result of it 
is just the icing on the top. There’s no pressure to make high art or even 
make sense! Some of our group are writers, some are artists. And some are 
blessed to be able to do both, the swines! But we all have a go. I’ve no idea 
what other people make of these comics, chock-full of in-jokes and obscure 
pop culture references, but some folks seem to like ‘em! And if they sound 
fun, go do it yourself. Grab a handful of pencil monkeys and find somewhere 
out of the way that will put up with you all for a weekend, and go make 
some comics!

Returning to the horror host of our 2005 edition - PROFESSOR KRAKEN’S 
PORTICO OF PERVERSE POSSESSIONS, we find that these days of austerity 
have not treated the Professor well, and he puts bread on his table in a 
seedy voice-over gig.

Hope you enjoy your second sojourn with Professor Kraken and the further 
adventures of the MCR Mob. Who knows when we’ll be back this way again, 
but if we are, I’ll leave you with two words: “Nick” and “Cave”.

The MCR Mob - 21/08/16











































THE USUAL SUSPECTS
MCR comics are always more than the sum of their parts, and every 
attendee plays a part in their creation - whether by scripting pages, 
coming up with freeform surreal comments that force themselves 
into the comic, or the wilful mishearing of such comments. Thanks 
to Jenni Scott for bringing along a selection of photocopied old 
girls comics in order to do a spot of remixing on the fly! Apologies 
to the original creators...

As far as we can decipher, this year’s culprits are:

JAY EALES    SELINA LOCK
Chief Architect/Writer  Writer - Pages: 9-10,13
TERRY WILEY   ANDREW LUKE
Artist - Pages: 1, 4-5, 7-8, 19 Writer/Artist - Pages: 12,18
LEE KENNEDY   MOTODRACONIS
Artist - Pages: 2-3, 6, 14  Cover Artist
ALAN ROWELL   JEREMY DAY
Writer/Artist - 7-8(writer),11,15 Writer/Artist - Pages: 17-18




